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- Full control of dependencies on small systems (some modified dependencies). Remove perl and remove or reimplement required perl scripts. Remove documentation.
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- Generating customised root filesystems from binary packages.
• Busybox based root filesystem.
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- Current focus is on GPE, with more developer time any other environment could be made available.
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- Current method uses debootstrap, other backends are possible.

- (Second stage of normal debootstrap requires a working cross compiler to work without perl.)

- ‘Unpack’ method in development to create a filesystem image without .deb files. Only needs minor configuration on the device.

- ‘–machine foo’ for general changes (default variant)

- ‘–machine foo’ ‘–variant code’ for other derivations.

- Customised package selection with no fixed package sets - select anything that works.

- Example full GPE GUI filesystem 25Mb compressed, about 75Mb installed. (Work is ongoing to drop below 64Mb installed.)
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• Emdebian is investigating D-I support with a pre-built root filesystem tarball - just needs to be unpacked and run
  
  # dpkg –configure -a
  
  • Example: (balloon3)
  boot flash (bootloader support on RO partition)
  mount USB stick and the root partition.
  Copy over the kernel image.
  Untar the root filesystem directly onto the root partition
  chroot into root filesystem, dpkg –configure -a
  untar kernel modules
  reboot
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• Library transitions.
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- Code Audit.
- Python support (for OpenMoko).
- Debian-Installer Integration - passing the prepared root filesystem to D-I to reduce the amount of work needed by the device.
- NMU’s of old cross-building bugs.
- i386 support
- Checkpointing support in YAFFS
Using emdebian-tools

$ sudo apt-get install emdebian-tools subversion
$ emsetup -a arm -v -s
$ emsetup -a arm -v
$ emsource libgpewidget1
$ cd ~/work/trunk/l/libgpewidget/trunk/libgpewidget-0.115/
$ emdebuild -a arm -v
$ emrecent

or:
$ embug -- prepare
$ cd ../../branches/embugG2342/
$ meld libgpewidget.debian/debian/rules
libgpewidget.emdebian/debian/rules
$ reportbug -M -b -i ../crossbuild.diff libgpewidget
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- Support for stylus input and touchscreen control on suitable devices.
- Bluetooth and audio support included if suitable hardware is present.
http://www.toby-churchill.com/
http://www.emdebian.org/
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